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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a simple noncommutative-ring based UOV signature
scheme with key-randomness alignment: Simple NOVA, which can be viewed as
a simplified version of NOVA[48]. We simplify the design of NOVA by skipping
the perturbation trick used in NOVA, thus shortens the key generation process
and accelerates the signing and verification. Together with a little modification
accordingly, this alternative version of NOVA is also secure and may be more
suitable for practical uses. We also use Magma to actually implement and give a
detailed security analysis against known major attacks. 1

1 Introduction

Before NOVA[48], all known multivariate cryptosystems are systems of nonlinear poly-
nomial equations in several variables over a finite field. The security of these multivari-
ate schemes is based on the MQ problem: for m quadratic polynomials p1(x1, . . . , xn),
p2(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , pm(x1, . . . , xn) in n variables x1, x2, . . . , xn over a finite field Fq of
order q, to find a vector (a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈ Fn

q such that p1(a1, . . . , an) = p2(a1, . . . , an)
= · · · = pm(a1, . . . , an) = 0. The MQ problem is proven to be NP-hard [22]. The
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private key of a usual multivariate scheme consists of three maps: S : Fm
q → Fm

q ,
F : Fn

q → Fm
q , T : Fn

q → Fn
q where F is a plausibly invertible polynomial map (called

the central map) and S, T are easily invertible maps (usually linear maps) to hide the
structure of the central map F . The public key is the composite map S ◦ F ◦ T . Since
1988, there are multivariate schemes presented such as C∗ [29], HFE [36], MFE [25],
UOV [26], Rainbow [16], TRMS [47], TRMC [46], ABC [41] . . . , etc.

Among the above multivariate schemes, by its simplicity, UOV is worth more explaining.
The central map of UOV scheme F : Fn

q → Fm
q is as below.

F =


F1
...
Fi
...

Fm

 =



v∑
j=1

n∑
k=j

f1,jkxjxk

...
v∑

j=1

n∑
k=j

fi,jkxjxk

...
v∑

j=1

n∑
k=j

fm,jkxjxk


where fi,jk’s are the coefficients chosen randomly from Fq. Thus F consists of m
homogeneous quadratic polynomials in n variables over Fq and Fi = xt [Fi] x with
x = (x1, · · · , xn)

t. Note that, for j, k = v + 1, · · · , n, each Fi does not contain xjxk

terms. This kind of phenomenon is analogous to that oil and vinegar won’t mix com-
pletely and this enables us to invert F easily.

The variables x1, · · · , xv are called the vinegar variables, and xv+1, · · · , xn oil variables.
It is required that v > o in order to resist the K-S attack[27] on the OV scheme[35].
This is the reason why the scheme is called Unbalanced Oil and Vinegar (UOV).

The design of UOV chooses S in the usual private key (S, F, T ) to be the identity map.
Thus, for UOV, the private key is only the pair (F, T ) where F is the central map
above, and T : Fn

q → Fn
q is an invertible linear map which is randomly chosen.

The composite map P = F ◦ T : Fn
q → Fm

q consisting of m homogeneous quadratic
polynomials in n variables over Fq is the public key. Note that the i-th public polynomial
Pi can be written in a quadratic form, that is, Pi = ut [Pi] u where u = (u1, · · · , un)

t

and [Pi] = [T ]t [Fi] [T ] where [T ] is the matrix corresponding to T .

Although simple, UOV suffers extremely large public key sizes in order to be secure.
Thus it is not practical if nothing new is done. It is quite a challenge to overcome it.
NOVA takes on the challenge by choosing the coefficients of the polynomials used in
the multivariate quadratic system of UOV in a noncommutative ring, and also employs
the technique of key-randomness alignment[38] and some particular designs. One such
particular design in NOVA is the use of “self-canceling” perturbation technique. As a
result, NOVA successfully solves the problem of large public key size suffered by UOV.
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Although the use of perturbation trick is creative in designing, the security analysis
becomes more complicated, thus we try to find an alternative way to design NOVA
by skipping the perturbation trick and cook up the Simple NOVA (may also be called
SNOVA where S denotes “Simple”). By skipping the perturbation trick, not only the
security analysis is now more clear, but also the key generation process is shortened
and both the signing and verification are accelerated.

In Section 2, we first briefly introduce the notations and conventions used in this paper,
some basic notions, and explain UOV in more details. We then give a clear review on
NOVA in Section 3.

In Section 4, we give a full description of our Simple NOVA. A detailed security analysis
of SNOVA is Section 5.

We use Magma to actually implement. Also a comparison table on public key size and
signature size of NIST level 1 with the NISTPQC signature finalists and MAYO[8] is
given in Section 6.

A conclusion is given in Section 7 followed by acknowledgement.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notations and Conventions

The following Tables 1, 2 are tables that list some symbols fixed with specific meaning
and some conventions on notations, respectively.
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Table 1: The table of notations used in this paper.

Symbol Description
Fq finite field of order q

R Matl×l(Fq), matrix ring consisting by l × l matrices over Fq

v number of vinegar variables
o number of oil variables
S symmetric matrix in R with irreducible characteristic polynomial

n = v + o number of variables
m = o number of equations

F = [F1, · · · , Fm] central map of the signature scheme
[Fi] matrix corresponding to Fi in F

T invertible linear map in signature scheme
[T ] matrix corresponding to T

[T−1] matrix corresponding to the map T−1

P = [P1, · · · , Pm] public key of the signature scheme
[Pi] matrix corresponding to Pi in P

ε perturbation in NOVA scheme
D document to be signed

Hash(D) hash value of the document D

O oil space of the central map F

T−1(O) oil space of the public key P

MQ(N,M, q) complexity of a MQ system of M equations in N variables over Fq
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Table 2: The table of conventions in this paper.

Description The font denoted with Example
Integers lower case letters n, m and l

Elements in R upper case letters A, S and Q

Variables over R upper case letters X1, · · · , Xn

Elements in Fq lower case letters a0, · · · , al−1

Variables over Fq lower case letters x1, · · · , xn

Vectors of any dimension boldface letters with arrow
on top

#—

X and #—x

Vector spaces and rings calligraphic font O and R

The (j, k)-th entry of the
matrix [Fi], [T ] and [Pi],
respectively

subscript j, k Fi,jk, Tjk and Pi,jk

Block form of matrices [T ] upper case letters [T ] =

[
T 11 T 12

T 21 T 22

]
Block form of matrices [Fi] upper case letters [Fi] =

[
F 11
i F 12

i

F 21
i 0

]
Block form of matrices [Pi] upper case letters [Pi] =

[
P 11
i P 12

i

P 21
i P 22

i

]

2.2 Basic Notions

MQ problem. Let Fq be a finite field of order q. Given M quadratic polynomials
P ( #—x ) = [P1(

#—x ), · · · , PM( #—x )] in N variables #—x = (x1, · · · , xN) and a vector #—y ∈ FM
q ,

to find a vector #—u ∈ FN
q such that P ( #—u) = [P1(

#—u), · · · , PM( #—u)] = #—y . This problem
is known to be NP-hard [22]. Note that, it is generically expected to be exponentially
hard in the case N ∼ M and it can be solved in polynomial time for M ≥ N(N+1)

2
or

N ≥ M(M + 1) [7].

In this paper, we use MQ(N,M, q) to denote the complexity of solving such an MQ
problem. There are several algorithms to solve a multivariate quadratic system of M
equations in N variables over finite fields such as F4 [19], F5 [20] and XL variants [14, 49].

Polar forms. The polar form of a homogeneous multivariate quadratic map P ( #—x ) =
[P1(

#—x ), · · · , PM( #—x )], consisting of M multivariate homogeneous quadratic polynomial
in n variables, is defined to be the map

P ′( #—x , #—y ) = [P ′
1(

#—x , #—y ), · · · , P ′
M( #—x , #—y )]
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where the polar form of Pi(
#—x ) is defined by

P ′
i (

#—x , #—y ) = Pi(
#—x + #—y )− Pi(

#—x )− Pi(
#—y )

which is symmetric and bilinear. Note that if [Pi] is the matrix related to Pi, i.e.,
Pi(

#—x ) = #—x t [Pi]x then the matrix related to P ′
i is [P ′

i ] = [Pi] + [Pi]
t

2.3 Unbalanced Oil and Vinegar Signature Scheme

The Unbalanced Oil and Vinegar (UOV) signature scheme [26] signature scheme is a
slight modification of the Oil and Vinegar (OV) [35] signature scheme, proposed by
Patarin in 1997. This scheme is based on a trapdoor map F which is easily inverted
and it also can resist the K-S attack [27] on OV.

A (v, o, q) UOV signature scheme with v > o is defined with a triple of positive integers
so that the number of variables n = v + o, the number of equations m = o, and over
Fq.

Central map. The central map of UOV scheme is F = [F1, · · · , Fm] : Fn
q → Fm

q where
each Fi is of the form

Fi =
v∑

j=1

n∑
k=j

fi,jkxjxk.

The coefficients fi,jk’s are chosen randomly from Fq. Note that each Fi is a homogeneous
quadratic polynomials in n variables which has no terms xjxk for j, k = v + 1, · · · , n
over Fq. The variables x1, · · · , xv are called the vinegar variables and xv+1, · · · , xn are
called the oil variables.

Private key and Public key. The private key of UOV is the pair (F, T ) where
T : Fn

q → Fn
q is an invertible linear map which is randomly chosen. The map P =

F ◦ T : Fn
q → Fm

q where Pi = Fi ◦ T . The quadratic form of Pi is Pi =
#—u t [Pi]

#—u where
#—u = (u1, · · · , un)

t and [Pi] = [T ]t [Fi] [T ] where [T ] is the matrix related to T .

Oil space, O. The special structure of F in UOV scheme indicates that F vanishes
on the linear space O = { #—x ∈ Fn

q : x1 = · · · = xv = 0} called the oil space of central
map F and hence the oil space of public key P will be the space T−1(O).

Public key generation and drawback. A. Petzoldt [37] and Rainbow [15] of the
third-round of NIST proposal realized that the part of the randomness of the private
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key can be transferred to the public key and then a large part of public key can be gen-
erated by a PRNG. This reduces the public key size of UOV to the order O(m3 · log q).
However, the size of the public key of UOV scheme is still too large to be a practical
scheme, for example, to meet the security levels I, III, and V in the PQC project of
NIST [31].

3 NOVA, a Noncommutative-ring Based Signature
Scheme

In [48], we proposed NOVA, a noncommutative-ring based signature scheme, which is
based on matrix ring R = Matl×l(Fq). The central map of NOVA F : Rn → Rm is
designed to be like a UOV map but over R. However, a (v, o, q, l) NOVA scheme can
also be regarded as a (l2v, l2o, q) UOV scheme when we regard F as a map over Fq with
the explosion of numbers of variables and equations.

The subring Fq[S]. Let S be a l× l symmetric matrix with irreducible characteristic
polynomial. The subring Fq[S] of R is defined to be

Fq[S] = {a0 + a1S + · · ·+ al−1S
l−1 : a0, a1, · · · , al−1 ∈ Fq}

and note that the elements in Fq[S] are also symmetric and they all commutes.

Let v, o be positive integers with v > o, q be a power of a prime, n = v + o and m = o.
A (v, o, q, l) NOVA signature scheme is constructed as following.

Central map. Let the central map of NOVA scheme be F = [F1, · · · , Fm] : Rn → Rm.
Let Ω = {(j, k) : 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n} \ {(j, k) : m+1 ≤ j, k ≤ n}. For i = 1, · · · ,m, we define

Fi =
l2∑

α=1

∑
(j,k)∈Ω

Aα1 ·X t
j(Qα1Fi,jkQ

−1
α1 −Qα2Fi,jkQ

−1
α2 )Xk · Aα2

where Fi,jk’s, Aα1 and Aα2 are elements randomly chosen from R, and Qα1, Qα2 are
invertible matrices randomly chosen from Fq[S].

In analogy to UOV, the first v ring variables X1, · · · , Xv are called the vinegar variables,
and the remaining m = o variables Xv+1, · · · , Xn are called the oil variables. Since the
index of inner summation is running over Ω, Fi is the map over R in the variables Xi’s
such that there are no terms which correspond to a product of any two oil variables.
From this point of view, the central map of NOVA keeps the spirit of UOV at the ring
level. Therefore, NOVA can be regard as a generalization of a UOV scheme over a
noncommutative ring.
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The matrix of Fi over R is
[Fi] =

[
F 11
i F 12

i

F 21
i 0

]
,

where F 11
i , F 12

i and F 21
i are matrices over R of size v× v, v× o and o× v, respectively.

Invertible linear map. The invertible linear map in NOVA scheme is the map T :
Rn → Rn corresponding to the matrix

[T ] =

[
I11 T 12

0 I22

]
,

where T 12 is a v × o matrix consisting of nonzero entries Tij chosen randomly in Fq[S].
Note that Tij is symmetric and commutes with other elements in Fq[S]. The matrices
I11 and I22 are the diagonal matrices with all diagonal entries being the l × l identity
matrix, i.e. the unity in R. Therefore, [T ] is invertible and hence T .

The map F̃ . Let F̃ = F ◦ T . For i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, each component map F̃i = Fi ◦ T .
According to the relation #—

X = [T ] · #—

U where #—

U = (U1, · · · , Un) ∈ Rn, we get

F̃i(
#—

U) = Fi(T (
#—

U)) =
l2∑

α=1

n∑
dj=1

n∑
dk=1

Aα1 · U t
dj
(Qα1F̃i,djdkQ

−1
α1 −Qα2F̃i,djdkQ

−1
α2 )Udk · Aα2

where F̃i,djdk =
∑
Ω

Tj,dj · Fi,jk · Tk,dk by the commutativity of Fq[S].

For i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, the matrix of F̃i is obtained by[
F̃i

]
=

[
F̃i

11 F̃i
12

F̃i
21 F̃i

22

]
= [T ]t [Fi] [T ]

“Self-canceling” perturbation on F̃i. In [48], we introduce a technique called “self-
canceling” perturbation and use it to disturb every entries of [F̃i], the matrix related
to F̃i. We randomly choose εi,djdk ∈ Fq[S] and the matrix of perturbations εi,djdk ’s is
denoted by [εi]. Let Pi,djdk = F̃i,djdk + εi,djdk and then we have

Pi(
#—

U) =
l2∑

α=1

n∑
dj=1

n∑
dk=1

Aα1 · U t
dj

(
Qα1

(
Pi,djdk

)
Q−1

α1 −Qα2

(
Pi,djdk

)
Q−1

α2

)
Udk · Aα2

=
l2∑

α=1

n∑
dj=1

n∑
dk=1

Aα1 · U t
dj

(
Qα1

(
F̃i,djdk

)
Q−1

α1 −Qα2

(
F̃i,djdk

)
Q−1

α2

)
Udk · Aα2

= F̃i(
#—

U).
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The second equality shows that the perturbations εi,djdk will be “self-canceled”. Thus,
the verification of signature will not be affected by those perturbations.

For i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, the matrix of Pi is

[Pi] = [F̃i] + [εi] =

[
F̃i

11 + ε11i F̃i
12 + ε12i

F̃i
21 + ε21i F̃i

22 + ε22i

]
,

where [F̃i] is the matrix of F̃i and [εi] =

[
ε11i ε12i
ε21i ε22i

]
∈ Matn(Fq[S]).

Private key and public key. The public key consists of the map P : Rn → Rm,
i.e., the corresponding matrices [Pi] for i = 1, · · · ,m, and the matrices Aαk and Qαk

for α = 1, 2, . . . , l2 and k = 1, 2. The private key of NOVA is (F, T ), i.e., the matrices
[T ] and the matrices [Fi] for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

Structure of NOVA. Note that an equation of n variables in R with coefficients over
R gives l2 equations of l2n variables in Fq with coefficents over Fq. Thus a NOVA scheme
can be regarded as a UOV scheme in Fq variables over Fq. Therefore, a (v, o, q, l) NOVA
scheme over R can be regarded as an (l2v, l2o, q) UOV scheme over Fq. On the other
hand, it is impossible to write the public key in quadratic form Pi(

#—

U) = (
#—

U)t [Pi]
#—

U
over R, although it is possible to write the public key of NOVA in quadratic form when
we regard it as a UOV scheme over Fq.

4 Simple NOVA, a simplified variant of NOVA

In this section, we introduce SNOVA which is a simplified variant of NOVA signature
scheme. Compare with NOVA, SNOVA does not use the “self-canceling” perturbation
in the public key. This variant makes the structure of central map simpler and increases
the usability and efficiency of the implementation. Moreover, from the perspective of
degree of regularity, SNOVA behaves more like a semi-regular system, see Section 5.

4.1 Description

Let v, o be positive integers with v > o and Fq be of characteristic 2. For example, we
choose Fq = GF(16) for our implementation. Let n = v + o and m = o. Similar to
NOVA, a (v, o, q, l) SNOVA signature scheme is defined as the following.
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Subring Fq[S] and elements in Fq[S]. Since S is a l × l symmetric matrix with
irreducible characteristic polynomial, then every element Q ∈ Fq[S] is also symmetric
and commutes with each other.

Central map. The central map of SNOVA scheme is F = [F1, · · · , Fm] : Rn → Rm

and for i = 1, · · · ,m, Fi is defined to be

Fi =
l2∑

α=1

Aα ·

 ∑
(j,k)∈Ω

X t
j (Qα1Fi,jkQα2)Xk

 · Bα

where Fi,jk’s, Aα and Bα are invertible elements randomly chosen from R, and Qα1, Qα2

are invertible matrices randomly chosen from Fq[S].

Due to the noncommutativity of matrix ring R, the matrix [Fi] over R corresponding
to Fi is of the form

[Fi] =

[
F 11
i F 12

i

F 21
i 0

]
,

where F 11
i , F 12

i and F 21
i are matrices over R of size v× v, v× o and o× v, respectively.

Structure of F . In [43], a MinRank attack against NC-Rainbow [52] is presented.
Thomae indicates that the sparsity of the matrix of the central map can improve the
MinRank attack when a ring-based scheme is considered to be a scheme over field. More-
over, Thomae shows that the rank of the matrix of the central map of NC-Rainbow is
lower than the expected rank in [52]. In order to avoid such sparsity, l2 copies with Aα

and Bα are used in Fi of SNOVA.

Invertible linear map. The invertible linear map in SNOVA scheme is the map
T : Rn → Rn related to the matrix

[T ] =

[
I11 T 12

0 I22

]
,

which is same as the one in NOVA scheme. Note that when Fq is of characteristic 2
then the matrix [T−1] = [T ].

Private key. The private key of SNOVA is (F, T ), i.e., the matrix [T ] and the matrices
[Fi] for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

Public key. Let P = F ◦ T be the public key of SNOVA scheme. For i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
Pi = Fi ◦ T . The relation #—

X = [T ] · #—

U where #—

U = (U1, · · · , Un) ∈ Rn implies that

Pi(
#—

U) = Fi(T (
#—

U)) =
l2∑

α=1

n∑
dj=1

n∑
dk=1

Aα · U t
dj
(Qα1Pi,djdkQα2)Udk · Bα
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where Pi,djdk =
∑
Ω

Tj,dj · Fi,jk · Tk,dk by the commutativity of Fq[S].

Therefore, the public key consists of the corresponding matrices

[Pi] = [T ]t [Fi] [T ] , i = 1, · · · ,m

and the matrices Aα, Bα and Qαk for α = 1, 2, . . . , l2, k = 1, 2 and the seed spublic
which generates them.

Signature. Let D be the document to be signed and Hash(D) =
#—

Y = (Y1, · · · , Ym) ∈
Rm be its hash value. We compute the signature #—

U step by step. First, We assign
values to vinegar variables X1, · · · , Xv randomly and the resulting system can be seen
as a linear system over the Fq-entries of oil variables Xv+1, · · · , Xn. The remaining is
the same as in UOV scheme. Secondly, the signature is #—

U = T−1(
#—

X) ∈ Rn.

Verification. Let #—

U = (U1, · · · , Un) ∈ Rn be the signature to be verified. If Hash(D) =

P (
#—

U), then the signature is accepted, otherwise rejected.

Structure of SNOVA. Similar to NOVA, a (v, o, q, l) SNOVA over R can be re-
garded as an (l2v, l2o, q) UOV scheme over Fq. The noncommutativity of matrix ring
R implies that we can not write the public key of SNOVA into a quadratic form
Pi(

#—

U) = (
#—

U)t [Pi]
#—

U over R.

Degree of regularity of SNOVA. In Section 5.3, our experiments show that the
public key of SNOVA behaves like a semi-regular system when we execute direct attack
on SNOVA. Moreover, [43] indicates that the randomness of coefficients of NC-Rainbow
is much less than the randomness of original Rainbow and it is not possible to be as
secure as original Rainbow. In general, both Xj, Xk consist of l2 variables in Fq, thus
the maximal number of monomials induced by entry-wise product of the components
of Xj, Xk should be l4. However, in our case, for each X t

j · H · Xk where H is a ring
coefficient, due to the structure of matrix multiplication, only l2 monomials appear. By
α running from 1 to l2, we introduce l2 different copies in the central map of SNOVA,
therefore, the randomness of SNOVA is recovered to l2 · l2 = l4.

4.2 Key generation process of SNOVA

In this section, we give the standard key generation process of SNOVA and the key
generation process with key-randomness alignment technique. Note that in SNOVA
scheme, Fq is of the characteristic 2.
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Standard key generation process. For i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, the matrix [Pi] is obtained
by relation

[Pi] = [T ]t [Fi] [T ] .

Then, we have the following

P 11
i = F 11

i

P 12
i = F 11

i T 12 + F 12
i

P 21
i = (T 12)tF 11

i + F 21
i

P 22
i = (T 12)t ·

(
F 11
i T 12 + F 12

i

)
+ F 21

i T 12.

Therefore, to generate the public key we generate the matrices [Fi], [T ] from a seed
sprivate at first and then compute the public key [Pi] for i = 1, · · · ,m with the formulas
above.

Key generation with randomness alignment. The following are steps of key
generation process of SNOVA with key randomness alignment.

First Step: Generate S, P 11
i , P 12

i and P 21
i for i = 1, · · · ,m, and [T ] from two seeds

spublic and sprivate respectively. We also generate the matrices Aα, Bα and Qαk for
α = 1, 2, . . . , l2 and k = 1, 2 from spublic.

Second Step: Compute the matrix F 11
i , F 12

i , F 21
i , P 22

i for i = 1, · · · ,m as below.

For i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, we have

[Fi] =
[
T−1

]t
[Pi]

[
T−1

]
.

Therefore, the following equations hold

F 11
i = P 11

i

F 12
i = P 11

i T 12 + P 12
i

F 21
i = (T 12)tP 11

i + P 21
i

0 = F 22
i = (T 12)t ·

(
P 11
i T 12 + P 12

i

)
+ P 21

i T 12 + P 22
i .

In other words, we then have

P 22
i =

(
T 12
)t · (P 11

i T 12 + P 12
i

)
+ P 21

i T 12.

Public key size. The reduced size of the public key of SNOVA using alignment is

SizeSNOVA = m ·m2 · l2

field elements of Fq.
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5 Security Analysis

In this section, we give the security analysis of SNOVA scheme. Since SNOVA can not
only be regarded as a signature scheme over the matrix ring R, but also as a UOV over
Fq. The security analysis are given in two different aspects, i.e., over the ring R and
over the field Fq.

5.1 Solving MQ systems and Complexity Estimation

There are several algorithms to solve a quadratic system of M equations in N variables
over finite fields such as F4 [19], F5 [20] and XL variants [14, 11, 49].

Solving MQ problem. The complexity of solving M homogeneous quadratic equa-
tions in N variables [6, 11] can be estimated by

MQ(N,M, q) = 3 ·
(
N − 1 + dreg

dreg

)2

·
(
N + 1

2

)
field multiplications where dreg is the degree of regularity of a semi-regular polynomial
system and it is equal to the smallest positive integer such that the coefficient of td

term in the series generated by
(1− t2)M

(1− t)N

is non-positive.

Hybrid approach. The hybrid approach [5] randomly guesses k variables before solv-
ing the MQ system and the corresponding complexity is qk · MQ(N − k,M, q) field
multiplications for the classical case and qk/2 · MQ(N − k,M, q) field multiplications
when applying Grover’s algorithm [23] for the quantum case.

Methods solving underdetermined MQ. On the other hand, Thomae and Wolf
[44], Furue, Nakamura and Takagi [21], Hashimoto [24] provide several methods to solve
an underdetermined multivariate quadratic system P of M equations in N variables
over a finite field, i.e., N > M . The main idea is to find a particular invertible linear
map S converting the first αk equations into a special form where k is the number of
guessing in the hybrid approach. We can then remove (N − M) + αk variables and
αk equations from system P . Therefore, an underdetermined MQ(N, M, q) problem
reduces to an MQ(M − k − αk, M − αk, q) problem and hence can by solved using
the hybrid approach [5]. Note that different methods obtain different optimal values αk

due to how they convert P into different forms. Therefore, the formulas for estimation
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of complexity of [44, 21, 24] are the same but with different optimal values αk. Hence,
the main term of complexity of solving MQ system under this technique is given by

min
k

qk ·MQ(M − k − αk, M − αk, q)

field multiplications in the classical case and

min
k

qk/2 ·MQ(M − k − αk, M − αk, q)

in the quantum case with different optimal values αk corresponding to different methods.

The optimal values αk of [44, 21] are αTW = ⌊N
M
⌋−1, αF = ⌊N−k

M−k
⌋−1, respectively, and

αHMa = ⌊ N
M−k

⌋ − 1, αHMb is the maximal integer such that N ≥ M − (αk + k −M)αk

holds, where αHMa and αHMb are corresponding to the two algorithms proposed in [24],
respectively. Note that, the attack in [24] would be the sharpest among [44, 21, 24].

Algorithms for super-underdetermined MQ. Note that, [27, 13, 30, 12] indicate
that when the number of variables N is sufficiently larger than the number of equations
M in a MQ problem then we can solve this MQ in polynomial time. Please refer to the
table in [24] for more information. Note that these four algorithms are not applicable
to the parameter settings of SNOVA.

5.2 MinRank Problem and Support-Minors Modeling

MinRank problem. For M1, · · · ,Mk ∈ FM×N
q and a target rank r, the MinRank

problem asks to find a non-trivial linear combination of the matrices which has rank at
most r. That is, to find a vector #—x ∈ Fk

q such that

rank

(
k∑

i=1

xiMi

)
≤ r.

Solving MinRank problem. Notice that the MinRank problem is NP-hard [10] and
it plays a central role in the cryptanalysis of MPKC. Recently, Bardet et al. proposed
the Support-Minors (SM) modeling algorithm [3] to solve MinRank problem. This
powerful algorithm transform the rank condition into a large bilinear system which
is sparse and then use the linearization method to solve it. The complexity of this
algorithm is estimated by

MinRank(M,N, k, r) = 3 · k(r + 1) ·
((

N

r

)(
k + b− 1

b

))2
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where b is the smallest positive integer such that(
N

r

)(
k + b− 1

b

)
− 1 ≤

b∑
i=1

(−1)i+1

(
N

r + i

)(
M + i− 1

i

)(
k + b− i− 1

b− i

)
holds.

Moreover, Bardet et al. point out that one may choose to use the first N ′ ≤ N columns
when applying their algorithm and for some optimal N ′ so that r + 1 ≤ N ′ ≤ N the
cost of computation can be further reduced.

Superdetermined MinRank problem. Superdetermined MinRank problem is de-
fined in [45] as the MinRank problem with k < rM . Moreover, in [1] Bardet and Bertin
indicate that the modeling in [45] can be seen as a special case of SM modeling and
the best complexity will be the one that solving the associated Macaulay matrix by
linearization. If we consider the minors as new variables, the system can be solved
whenever M(N − r) ≥ k(r + 1), i.e., b = 1. Moreover, with Plücker coordinates, the
Macaulay matrix has a special form and this can help us to solve the problem more
quickly. For 1 ≤ d ≤ r − 1, if

m

(
n− r

d+ 1

)(
r

d

)
≥ k

(
n− r

d+ 1

)(
r

d+ 1

)
+ k

(
n− r

d

)(
r

d

)
− 1,

then with overwhelming probability the solution can be obtained [1].

SM modeling with hybrid technique. In [2], Bardet et al. show that we can solve
a MinRank(M,N, k, r) problem by performing qar attacks on those much more smaller
MinRank(M,N−a, k−am, r) instances where a is a positive integer so that k−am ≥ 0
and then only one of them has the solution. Therefore, the complexity of SM modeling
with hybrid technique is

MinRankHybrid(M,N, k, r) = min
a≥0

(qar ·MinRank(M,N − a, k − am, r)) .

5.3 Direct Attack

For a quadratic multivariate polynomial system P = [P1, · · · , Pm] consisting of m equa-
tions in n variables over Fq and #—y ∈ Fm

q , an attacker can directly try to solve the
solution #—u of the system P ( #—u) = #—y algebraically with Gröbner basis approach such
as [19, 20, 14, 11, 49]. In the case of UOV, the public key is underdetermined, that
is, n > m. Therefore we can assign the values to n − m variables in the system
P ( #—u) = #—y = Hash(D) randomly and then obtain a MQ system of m equations in m
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variables which can be solved with high probability. Once the system can be solved,
the solution #—u will be a valid fake signature and hence P ( #—u) = #—y .

The public key of UOV is considered to be a semi-regular system [4]. Therefore, the
complexity of direct attack is

CompDirect; ClassicalUOV = min
k

qk ·MQ(m− k + 1, m, q)

field multiplications and the complexity of the quantum direct attack is

CompDirect; QuantumUOV = min
k

qk/2 ·MQ(m− k + 1, m, q)

field multiplications when applying Grover’s algorithm [23].

In the case of SNOVA, if the attacker wants to solve a quadratic system over the ring R
directly then he will suffer from the fact that there is no efficient algorithm like F4, F5

and XL to compute the solution #—

U of the system P (
#—

U) =
#—

Y over the noncommutative
ring R.

However, since each equation over R gives us l2 equations over Fq corresponding to the
l2 components of ring variables #—

U = (U1, · · · , Un), it follows that the main idea of the
direct attack still works and it can be done by solving the system over a finite field Fq.
Then we obtain a MQ system is of l2m equations in l2m field variables. Our experiment
shows that, see table below, in the case of small size parameter sets such a quadratic
system constructed from SNOVA behaves like a random systems of l2 ·m equations in
l2 ·m variables over a Fq.

The complexity of classical direct attack is

CompDirect; classicalSNOVA = min
k

qk ·MQ(l2m− k + 1, l2m, q)

field multiplications, and the complexity of the quantum direct attack is

CompDirect; quantumSNOVA = min
k

qk/2 ·MQ(l2m− k + 1, l2m, q)

field multiplications.

The complexity of classical direct attack using technique in [44, 21, 24] is

CompTWFH; classicalSNOVA = min
k

qk ·MQ(l2m− k − αk + 1, l2m− αk, q)

field multiplications, and the complexity of the quantum direct attack is given by

CompTWFH; quantumSNOVA = min
k

qk/2 ·MQ(l2m− k − αk + 1, l2m− αk, q)
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field multiplications.

The following table gives comparison of the degree at the first step degree falls or goes
flat using F4 algorithm [19], which is strongly connected to the degree of regularity
[17], in Magma algebra system [9] that starts to go either down or flat among all step
degrees of the quadratic system obtained by SNOVA and a random quadratic system
respectively.

Table 3: Table of comparison of the degree at the first step degree falls or goes flat
between SNOVA and random systems.

(v, o, q, l, k) SNOVA system random system
(6, 1, 16, 2, 1) 3 3
(6, 2, 16, 2, 1) 5 5
(6, 2, 16, 2, 2) 4 4
(6, 2, 16, 2, 3) 3 3
(6, 3, 16, 2, 1) 7 7
(6, 3, 16, 2, 2) 6 6
(6, 3, 16, 2, 3) 5 5
(6, 4, 16, 2, 2) 7 7
(6, 4, 16, 2, 3) 6 6
(6, 1, 16, 3, 2) 4 4
(6, 1, 16, 3, 3) 4 4
(6, 1, 16, 3, 4) 3 3
(6, 2, 16, 3, 3) 7 7
(6, 2, 16, 3, 4) 6 6
(6, 2, 16, 3, 5) 5 5
(6, 1, 16, 4, 1) 9 9
(6, 1, 16, 4, 2) 7 7
(6, 1, 16, 4, 3) 6 6
(6, 1, 16, 4, 4) 5 5
(6, 1, 16, 4, 5) 5 5

5.4 MinRank Alike Key Recovery Attacks

Reconciliation Attack. The reconciliation attack proposed by [18] against UOV is
trying to find a vector #—o ∈ T−1(O) by solving the system P ( #—o ) = 0 and hence the basis
of T−1(O) can be recovered. This implies that P ( #—o ) = 0 is a quadratic system that
having a solution space of dimension m. To expect a unique solution, we can impose
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m linear constraints with respect to the components of #—o . Hence the complexity of
this attack is mainly given by that of solving the quadratic system of m equations in v
variables.

A reconciliation attack on SNOVA, if considered over field, is as an attack on UOV,
thus we are in the case of solving the quadratic system of l2m equations in v > o = l2m
variables. Hence the reconciliation attack usually will not outperform the direct attack
in which the complexity comes from solving l2m quadratic equations in l2m variables.
Furthermore, if the attack on SNOVA is considered over ring, it even suffers from the
fact that there is no efficient algorithm to complete the attack over R.

New MinRank attacks. Although, in [6, 7], Rectangular MinRank attack, Simple
attack and Combine attack are new attacks against Rainbow, these attacks all rely
on the multi-layer structure of Rainbow. Therefore, these attacks on Rainbow have
no security implications on our scheme since SNOVA has no multi-layer structure as
Rainbow.

MinRank attack against NC-Rainbow. The NC-Rainbow signature scheme [52]
is a variant of Rainbow which is based on Quaternion ring over a finite field Fq of
characteristic 2. However, [43] indicates that if an attacker regards an NC-Rainbow
scheme as a Rainbow scheme over Fq, then the rank of the corresponding matrix to
the central map F of NC-Rainbow will be lower than original Rainbow. Moreover,
the corresponding matrices will have a particular form and such a form is sparse. The
MinRank attack of [43] is based on the multi-layer structure and the sparse form caused
from the special structure of multiplication of Quaternion ring. Note that the public
key of SNOVA has neither that sparsity nor a special form in its matrix representation.
Furthermore, SNOVA has no multi-layer structure in the central map F .

5.5 K-S Attack (UOV Attack)

The K-S attack [27] is trying to find an equivalent private key by finding an equiva-
lent invertible linear map T and hence the corresponding matrix [T ]. Once we have
an equivalent [T ], we can recover equivalent [Fi] by the relation [Fi] = [T−1]

t
[Pi] [T

−1].
Note that [27] shows that T−1(O), the oil subspace of the public key P of UOV, induces
an equivalent key.

In [27], it shows that T−1(O) is an invariant subspace of [Pi]
−1 [Pj]. The K-S attack

is trying to find a vector in T−1(O). Once one such vector is found, then we expect
that the whole space T−1(O) can be recovered with qn−2m attempts. Note that if there
are [Pi]’s not invertible, then we can replace [Pi] with invertible linear combinations of
[Pi]’s randomly chosen and the cryptanalysis of K-S attack remains the same.
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Therefore the complexities of K-S attack and quantum K-S attack are

CompK-S; classicalUOV = qn−2m−1

field multiplications and

CompK-S; quantumUOV = q(n−2m−1)/2

field multiplications, respectively.

From the design of central map F of SNOVA and the noncommutativity of R, there
does not exist the notion of oil space of F over R analogous to the space O of UOV and
hence the notion of T−1(O) in the sense that regarding T−1(O) as a left-module or a
right-module over R. Such a requirement is necessary for K-S attack, since to execute
K-S attack over R, the consistency of multiplication over R given by a left-module or
a right-module over R is needed. Therefore, K-S attack is not applicable to SNOVA
over R. Note that [35] also proposes two methods to find an invariant subspace: the
Linearization method and the Characteristic Polynomial method. These two methods
become invalid over R since they still suffer from the noncommutativity of R.

However, an attacker may treat a (v, o, q, l) SNOVA scheme over R as an (l2v, l2o, q)
UOV system over Fq and carry out the K-S attack against SNOVA over Fq.

Then we have
CompK-S; classicalSNOVA = ql

2n−2l2m−1

field multiplications for classical attack and

CompK-S; quantumSNOVA = q(l
2n−2l2m−1)/2

field multiplications for quantum attack.

5.6 Intersection Attack

In [7], Beullens proposed the intersection attack to attack UOV scheme. It uses the
polar form of the public key P , that is, P ′ = [P ′

1, · · · , P ′
m] with P ′

i (
# —u1,

# —u2) =
# —u1

t [P ′
i ]

# —u2

where [P ′
i ] = [Pi] + [Pi]

t.

The intersection attack is trying to first find a vector #—y in the subspace, namely the
intersection

(
[P ′

i ] (T
−1O)

)
∩
( [

P ′
j

]
(T−1O)

)
where [P ′

i ] ,
[
P ′
j

]
are invertible, and then

to obtain an equivalent key by recovering the subspace T−1(O).
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Since ([P ′
i ]
−1) #—y , (

[
P ′
j

]−1
) #—y ∈ T−1(O), we obtain the following system.

P
( (

[P ′
i ]
−1) #—y

)
= 0

P
(
(
[
P ′
j

]−1
) #—y
)
= 0

P ′
(
([P ′

i ]
−1) #—y , (

[
P ′
j

]−1
) #—y
)
= 0

Whenever 2.5m < n < 3m. If 2.5m < n < 3m, there is a 3m − n dimensional sub-
space of solutions. To obtain a unique solution with high probability, we can add 3m−n
linear random equations. Hence the complexity of solving the system is equivalent to
that of solving quadratic system with M = 3m equations and N = n − (3m − n) =
2n− 3m variables. Then the complexity is

CompIntersectionUOV = MQ(N + 1, M, q)

field multiplications.

Whenever n < 2.5m. If n < 2.5m, the attack can become more powerful by seeking
a vector #—y in the intersection of k subspaces [P ′

i ]
−1 (T−1O) with k ≥ 2. The complexity

of this case is equal to the complexity of that solving the quadratic system with M =(
k+1
2

)
m− 2

(
k
2

)
equations and N = nk − (2k − 1)m variables.

Therefore, when n < 2.5m, we have N = nk − (2k − 1)m, M =
(
k+1
2

)
m− 2

(
k
2

)
, and

CompIntersectionUOV = MQ(N + 1, M, q)

field multiplications.

In case of intersection attack against SNOVA, due to our construction, we can not
write the public polynomial Pi of SNOVA in quadratic form, namely # —u1

t [P ′
i ]

# —u2, when
considered as over R. Thus, the implementation of intersection attack still face the
same problem as in direct attack, that is, there is no efficient algorithm like F4, F5 and
XL to compute. Hence to implement intersection attack against SNOVA, we need to
regard SNOVA as a UOV system over Fq and then solve a system over Fq. Therefore,
the complexity is estimated by the following.

Whenever n < 2.5m. If n < 2.5m, we have N = (l2n)k − (2k − 1)(l2m), M =(
k+1
2

)
(l2m)− 2

(
k
2

)
, and

CompIntersectionSNOVA = MQ(N + 1, M, q)

field multiplications.
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Whenever 2.5m < n < 3m. In the case 2.5m < n < 3m, N = 2(l2n)− 3(l2m), M =
3(l2m), and

CompIntersectionSNOVA = MQ(N + 1, M, q)

field multiplications.

Whenever n ≥ 3m. If n ≥ 3m, then there is no guarantee that the subspace, namely
the intersection

(
[P ′

i ] (T
−1O)

)
∩
( [

P ′
j

]
(T−1O)

)
will exist. Therefore, the intersection

attack becomes a probabilistic attack against SNOVA. In this case, the complexity is

CompIntersectionSNOVA = q(l
2n)−3(l2m)+1 ·MQ(N + 1, M, q)

field multiplications where N = l2n,M = 3(l2m).

5.7 Equivalent Key Attack

An attacker may try to find the submatrix (T−1)12 of matrix [T−1] in the top right
corner by algebraic attacks. Once the matrix [T−1] is found, the central map F can be
recovered. This can be done by considering the system P (T−1( #—x )) = F ( #—x ) and solve
for [T−1] by comparing both sides of equation at ring level. Then it induces a system
of m ·m2 · l2 quadratic equations in lvo variables over Fq and hence can be solved by
F4, F5 and XL.

Therefore, the complexity is

Comp[T−1] attack; ClassicalSNOVA = min
k

qk ·MQ(lvo+ 1− k, m3l2, q)

field multiplications and the complexity of the quantum direct attack is given by

Comp[T−1] attack; QuantumSNOVA = min
k

qk/2 ·MQ(lvo+ 1− k, m3l2, q)

field multiplications with applying Grover’s algorithm.

Note that the multivariate quadratic system constructed by [T−1] attack is overdeter-
mined, hence [26, 13, 30, 12, 44, 21, 24] are not applicable.

On the other hand, one may consider that executing [T−1] attack that regards a
(v, o, q, l) SNOVA as an (l2v, l2o, q) UOV then inducing a quadratic system of M =
(l2m) · (l2m) · l2m+1

2
equations in lvo variables over Fq. However, this does not increase

the number of independent equations compared to the above formulations.
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5.8 Quadratic Forms Over Ring

In this section, we introduce a new way to attack SNOVA scheme (or more generally, an
alternative way to attack a signature scheme which is constructed over ring) and discuss
its possibility. The main insight is that when a signature scheme is constructed form
a quadratic form over ring then it would share its private key with another signature
scheme over ring whose structure is more simpler.

UOV over ring. Notice that the central map of SNOVA is of the form

Fi =
l2∑

α=1

Aα ·

 ∑
(j,k)∈Ω

X t
j (Qα1Fi,jkQα2)Xk

 · Bα

and the public key is generated by the congruence relation [Pi] = [T ]t [Fi] [T ]. Therefore,
we can construct a UOV scheme over R that shares the same private key T with SNOVA
scheme. Namely, this more simpler scheme is the UOV scheme over R whose central
map has the form of

F̃i =
∑

(j,k)∈Ω

X t
jFi,jkXk

and the corresponding public key P̃ =
[
P̃1, · · · , P̃m

]
where P̃i = F̃i ◦T and T is private

key of SNOVA. Once we recover the private key T by attacking this ring UOV over R
then we also find an equivalent key of SNOVA scheme.

However, to our best knowledge, we do not find a complete key recovery attack against
this ring UOV. On the other hand, this ring UOV also induces a UOV over field, thus
we still give some complexity estimations of the related problems corresponding to this
ring UOV when considered as over field. The details are as following.

Kernel of ring UOV. Note that for the central map F of UOV vanishes on the oil
space O. As we mentioned, we can regard this (v, o, q, l) ring UOV as a (l2v, l2o, q) UOV
scheme over Fq and the corresponding matrices, say M1, · · · ,Ml2o, are sparse. One may
worry about that this sparsity will make these matrices vanish on a linear space lager
than the oil space O. Although we can see that for each i, the matrix Mi vanishes on
a linear space Wi so that O ⊆ Wi and dimO ≤ dimWi, the intersection of Wi is still
the oil space O (we can easily see this phenomenon in toy examples). Therefore, we
conclude that this (l2v, l2o, q) UOV will not vanish on a linear space which is larger
than oil space O from this point of view.

No multi-layer structure. Note that the Rainbow scheme [16] is a MQ signature
scheme with multi-layer UOV structure. Such multi-layer structure will result in nested
structure of oil spaces [7]. SNOVA has no multi-layer structure, thus the linear spaces
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Wi mentioned above have no nested structure. Hence the MinRank alike attacks in
[6, 7] have no security impact on SNOVA scheme at all.

Intersection of the null spaces of public key differential. In [34], Park broke the
Matrix-based UOV scheme [42] which is proposed by Tan and Tang. We can regard the
matrices of the differential of the central map and the public key of Matrix-based UOV
as linear operators. Then the sparsity of these matrices makes the intersections of the
corresponding null spaces non-trivial, while general UOV do not have this phenomenon.
And any basis of this non-trivial intersection can be used to build an equivalent private
key.

Note that the null spaces of the differential of the central map and the public key of the
ring UOV corresponding to SNOVA have no structure same as that in Matrix-based
UOV. Therefore, the attack in [34] is not applicable to this ring UOV and hence the
attack will not affect the security of SNOVA.

Matrices may have low rank. When we regard this (v, o, q, l) ring UOV as a
(l2v, l2o, q) UOV scheme over Fq, we discover that some corresponding matrices has
rank at most lv. However, note that the MinRank attack in [43] is based on the multi-
layer structure of Rainbow and its nested kernel relation. In conclusion, we do not find
a complete key recovery attack based on this MinRank problem.

On the other hand, this phenomenon still induces a MinRank(l2n, l2n, l2m, lv) Min-
Rank problem. For the sake of security, we estimate the complexity of solving this
MinRank problem using Support-Minors algorithm and take this into account when we
choose our parameter settings of SNOVA scheme in Section 6. If there were a key re-
covery attack using this MinRank problem, then its complexity should be greater than
this MinRank problem. Hence the security of our parameter setting will not be affected.

Superdetermined and hybrid approach. The MinRank(l2n, l2n, l2m, lv) instance
above is superdetermined and then the technique in [1] can be applied to this instance.
Note that [1] also shows that executing the computation at the smallest degree and with
the smallest number of variables will not always be the best estimation. In conclusion,
our complexity estimations take both strategies, the technique in [1] and solving system
in higher degree b > 1, into consideration. As a result, the approach in [1] will not affect
the security of our parameters. On the other hand, note that the hybrid approach in [2]
is not applicable to the instance above. Therefore, these two approaches are not crucial
for our parameters.

Forgery attack. An alternative possibility trying to use ring UOV to attack SNOVA is
to forge a fake signature of ring UOV. However, the construction of SNOVA, namely the
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matrices Aα, Bα act like a disturbance on the public key P and hence this approach is
impossible. Because of this, the fake signature of ring UOV is not a valid fake signature
for the public key of SNOVA.

6 Implementation and Parameters

In [31], NIST suggested several security levels for post-quantum cryptosystem design.
In the new call for additional digital signature scheme project, NIST slightly modified
their security level request. In this section, we propose our parameters aiming at three
security levels in the new call of NIST PQC project [32] levels I, III and V, respectively.

6.1 NIST Security Level

Herein, We focus on level I, III, and V. The NIST security level I, III and V requiring
that a classical attacker needs 2143, 2207 and 2272 classical gates to break the scheme,
and 261, 2125 and 2189 quantum gates for a quantum attacker, respectively.

The number of gates required for an attack against digital signature scheme can be
computed by

♯gates = ♯field multiplication · (2 · (log2 q)2 + log2 q)

with the assumption that one field multiplication in the field Fq needs about (log2 q)
2

bit multiplications and same for bit additions and for each field multiplication in the
computation, it also needs an addition of field elements, each takes log2 q bit additions.

6.2 To Attain EUF-CMA Security

For practical considerations, we use a random binary vector, called salt in order to
achieve Existential Unforgeability under Chosen Message Attack (EUF-CMA) Security
[33].

Signature. Let D be the document to be sign, we randomly choose salt and then
generate a signature for the hash value #—

Y = Hash(Hash(D)||salt). Therefore, the
corresponding signature is of the form #—σ = (

#—

U||salt) where #—

U is the signature of #—

Y
generated by the SNOVA signer. Note that we want almost no salt is used for more
than one signature. Therefore, the length of salt is chosen to be 16 Bytes under the
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assumption of up to 264 signatures being generated with the system.

Verification. If P (
#—

U) = Hash(Hash(D)||salt), the signature is accepted, otherwise
rejected.

6.3 Proposed Parameter Settings

In this section, we give our proposed parameters and the corresponding sizes of public
key and signature respectively. Finally, the comparison table of SNOVA with NIST
finalists [39, 28] and MAYO [8] is given.

The following table shows the complexity of respective attacks against our parameters.
“Dir.”, “TWFH.”, “K-S.”, “Int.”, “[T−1].” and “MinRank.” denote direct attack, direct
attack using technique in [44, 21, 24], K-S attack [27], intersection attack [7] and [T−1]
attack and the complexity for the MinRank problem mentioned in Sec. 5, respectively.
In any pair of complexity the left one denotes the complexity in classical gates and the
right one denotes in quantum gates, respectively. The lowest complexity is marked in
bold fonts.

Table 4: Table of complexity in log2(♯gates).

SL (v, o, q, l) Dir. TWFH. K-S. Int. [T−1]. MinRank.

I

(28, 17, 16, 2) 179/133 171/124 181/93 275 192/192 151
(25, 8, 16, 3) 188/139 175/126 617/311 819 231/231 148
(24, 5, 16, 4) 205/154 188/134 1221/613 1439 286/286 150
(19, 6, 16, 4) 240/181 227/171 837/421 1101 188/188 152

III

(43, 25, 16, 2) 249/183 240/175 293/149 439 279/ 279 212
(49, 11, 16, 3) 246/181 230/162 1373/689 1631 530/530 215
(40, 12, 16, 3) 265/195 253/183 1013/509 1294 372/372 212
(37, 8, 16, 4) 307/229 291/214 1861/933 2192 424/424 217
(29, 9, 16, 4) 342/256 329/246 1285/645 1662 282/282 212

V

(61, 33, 16, 2) 317/231 308/224 453/229 727 386/386 279
(66, 15, 16, 3) 322/236 307/220 1841/923 2178 707/707 280
(57, 16, 16, 3) 342/249 329/237 1481/743 1842 550/550 277
(60, 10, 16, 4) 375/276 355/255 3205/1605 3602 812/812 278
(50, 11, 16, 4) 409/302 393/288 2501/1253 2939 575/575 279

The key-size and the length of the signature are shown as below. Herein, the notation
Sizepk denotes the public key size and Sizesig denotes the signature size.
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Table 5: Table of key-sizes and lengths of the signature of NOVA parameter settings.

Security Level (v, o, q, l) Sizepk (Bytes) Sizesig (Bytes)

I

(28, 17, 16, 2) 9826 90(+16)
(25, 8, 16, 3) 2304 148.5(+16)
(24, 5, 16, 4) 1000 232(+16)
(19, 6, 16, 4) 1728 200(+16)

III

(43, 25, 16, 2) 31250 136(+16)
(49, 11, 16, 3) 5989.5 270(+16)
(40, 12, 16, 3) 7776 234(+16)
(37, 8, 16, 4) 4096 360(+16)
(29, 9, 16, 4) 5832 304(+16)

V

(61, 33, 16, 2) 71874 188(+16)
(66, 15, 16, 3) 15187.5 364.5(+16)
(57, 16, 16, 3) 18432 328.5(+16)
(60, 10, 16, 4) 8000 560(+16)
(50, 11, 16, 4) 10648 488(+16)

The last table gives the comparison of SNOVA with the parameters that aim at the
security level I of the NISTPQC signature finalists and MAYO. Based on the public key
sizes and signature sizes of SNOVA, we consider SNOVA to be a competitive signature
system. Note that the 16 Bytes salt is also indicated in the size of SNOVA signature.

Table 6: A comparison table of SNOVA with the NISTPQC signature finalists and
MAYO aims at NIST security level I.

Signature Scheme Size of public key (Bytes) Size of signature (Bytes)
Dilithium-2 1312 2420
Falcon-512 897 666
SPHINCS+-128s 32 7856
SPHINCS+-128f 32 17088
MAYO-I, leaky 518 494
MAYO-I, tight 730 501
SNOVA(24, 5, 16, 4) 1000 232(+16)
SNOVA(19, 6, 16, 4) 1728 200(+16)
SNOVA(25, 8, 16, 3) 2304 148.5(+16)
SNOVA(28, 17, 16, 2) 9826 90(+16)

In [50, 51], they both pointed out that the protocol TLS, which we used to protect
our web browsing, is no longer secure due to the impact of the quantum computer.
Making TLS post-quantum is an important task, but such a fundamental change could
take years and be quite costly if we do not have a quantum-resistant signature that
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is relatively well compatible with the existing framework. Note that [51] gives the
corresponding condition: six times signature size and two times of public key size fit
in 9KB. According to the specification of SNOVA, SNOVA could be a more practical
general-purpose signature scheme.

7 Conclusion

The Simple NOVA (SNOVA) scheme simplifies the design of NOVA scheme by skip-
ping the perturbation trick, thus shortens the key generation process and accelerates
the signing and verification. Both SNOVA and NOVA have shown that multivariate
signature schemes over noncommutative rings could be beneficial to security and key
size reduction. We put most of our efforts on security analysis. To our best knowledge,
SNOVA scheme is capable of resisting all known attacks for multivariate cryptosystems.
By comparison with other post-quantum signature schemes, SNOVA is a practical se-
cure signature scheme which is relatively efficient on both public key size and signature
size.
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